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protection needed by working women
against some unscrupulous employers, intended to repeal the eight hour
law for women in retail stores in
towns under 2,500 in population-a
law in operation for nearly twentyfive years, and universally recognized
as both humane and beneficial. It is
hardly conceivable that the legislature intended to repeal a law of such
vital public concern without express
mention of the fact. It is my opinion
that the legislature had no intention
of repealing Section 3076. In placing
males in retail stores in cities and
towns of' 2500, or over, in population,
under the eight hour law and at
the same time including females
therein, the legislature merely inadvertently duplicated the law already
in existence for females in retail
stores in cities and towns of 2500, or
over, in population. To that extent
Chapter 8 is merely cumulative as to
females. This seems to me to be a
reasonable hypothesis upon which to
reconcile any apparent repugnancy
between the acts. The rule is stated
in 59 C. J. 913: "* * * it is not sufficient to establish an implied repeal
by inconsistency or repugnancy that
the subsequent law covers some, or
even all, of the cases provided for by
the prior statute, since it may be
merely affirmative, cumulative, or
auxiliary." (Emphasis ours). (See also
59 C. J. 912, note 72).
I am of the opinion that on this
theory the two acts can be harmonized and both can stand, operate and
be given effect. The seeming inconsistency or repugnancy is not irreconcilable. It is the duty of the
court to harmonize and reconcile
seemingly repugnant acts if it is possible by any fair and reasonable construction. (59 C. J. 917.) It is therefore my opinion that Chapter 8 (Section 3073.1) is merely cumulative with
reference to females employed in
stores in cities and towns of a population of 2500, and over, and that it
is not necessarily repugnant to Section 3076, and that the latter section
is ,not repealed either in whole or in
part.
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HELD: Initiative or referendum
measures and constitutional amendments should be printed upon the official ballot unless the Act of the
legislature submitting the constitutional amendment provides therein
that separate ballots shall be provided.
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You have asked my opinion as to
whether initiative or referendum
measures and constitutional amendments and proposed constitutional
amendments should be printed upon
the official ballot or upon a separate
ballot.
It seems to be the plain mandate of
Section 103, R. C. M. 1935, that they
should be printed upon the official
ballot. Where, however, the act of
the legislature submitting the constitutional amendment to the electors
provides therein that separate ballots
shall be provided, as does Chapter
172, Laws of 1935, relating to the
hours of labor, it is my opinion that
separate ballots should be used. In
such case the special law would prevail over the general law to the extent of the conflict between the two.
Opinion No. 341.
Taxation-Poll Taxes-Poor Poll Tax
-Road Poll Tax-Highways-Contractors, Collection of Poll Tax
From--County Treasurer.
HELD: 1. The only method provided for the collection of poll taxes
imposed by Sections 1663, 4465.4 and
5219, R. C. M. 1935, is provided in
Sections 2165.1, 2252.1 and 2252.2, R.
C. M. 1935.
2. The County Treasurer may demand of contractors engaged in highway construction work, and who employ persons enrolled with the Federal
Relief Agencies, that said contractors
deduct from wages of said employees

